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A very good show of outrage from The Jamestown Sun in September 12, 2012 
edition.  It’s not signed so I take it that it comes from the Editor Directly.  

 

They rightly call out Roger Yankton for his failure to act as either a leader of his 
Tribe or to protect the children, choosing instead, to attack the messengers and 
deny any serious wrongs have occurred or are ongoing.  

The Jamestown sun praises their Sister Publications for getting this most serious 
issue to the forefront.  They vow to continue the pressure on the tribe.  

Kudos for all of that.  

Now, for the other, what I consider “missing” elements of the editorial.  

It is true that local media, since they got onto this thing, have stuck with it. But 
other media have been involved also: The New York Times was also doing major 
articles on the Tribal Social Services and deserves mention. In fact, NYT has 
been doing in-depth articles about horrendous failings of government in Indian 
Country, not just Spirit Lake Nation, for quite some time.  They do take it to a 
broader audience.  

Further, I thought it was the job of Journalists and Newspapers to bring us 
important, relevant, factual and insightful information in our own community, 
State and Nation.  Taking a bow for doing the job seems odd to me. I am sure 
there is an award on down the road for this, but taking the bow now, before the 
job is finished seems somehow “off” to me.  

Also not mentioned as the Sun was patting itself on the back, is the true heroes 
of this case: Those who risked their careers, personal safety and reputations, to 
carry this story, to the government agencies… literally, driving for hours to get in 
to see Senators, Governor, Agency Directors, Candidates for Office, State and 
Federal Representatives .... and Reporters long before they drew any ink on this 
story   

Those people who were fired for, attacked for, harassed for bringing this story of 
crimes against children and families to all the legal authorities, political offices 
and yes, to the Media, delivered on a silver platter.  (Go ahead, shoot at that).  

These are the same unnamed people for the most part, who risk their very lives 
to get this information out to anyone that will listen and hope that government will 
act.  These are the ongoing heroes in this battle, as far as I am concerned.  

For a Journalist, and Editor, a Newspaper or TV Station to do their job of relaying 
the information is great and much appreciated, but hardly heroic.  
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There are many Messengers in this ordeal. But there are only a select few real 
Warriors.  And those warriors have told me that they view the real heroes in all of 
this, the children who have endured unspeakable indignity and abuse, survived, 
come forward and told their stories.  Their heroes are the mothers, fathers, 
grandparents and other relatives who have, against overwhelming odds, fought 
to save their own and other children and have done so for decades while media, 
for the most part, found other topics much more interesting.  

Those are the heroes in my book. We Messengers, especially those of us, such 
as myself, as far removed from this danger as a flower from the moon, can take 
no bows.  Those whose job and position it is to bring this information forward, are 
to be commended for doing their job, but keep in mind, they also get paid for 
doing their job.  

None of the warriors are being paid to risk their lives, lose their careers, endure 
the relentless threats and harassment.  They are doing it because it is the right 
thing to do.  

None of the Children, their families who fight for them, even have, at this hour, a 
sense of security or safety and remain under constant—very real-- threat.  

And, lastly, it is up to ALL OF US to keep the pressure on all fronts: The Tribe to 
come clean; The Government to do their job; and the Media to keep us informed 
and up to date.  

This is on all of us to do. This is our job as Citizens, as Human Beings.  We 
cannot ignore the horrors that will be revealed, nor can we accept any blanket 
statement that All is Well now, from ANYONE involved.  

None of us can TAKE A BOW, nor should we, at least, not yet.  

I love the tone of the Sun’s Editorial. I love the strength behind it. I love the real 
human emotion connection to the issue.  But if we must include handing out 
accolades for our work before the job is finished, we may miss something very 
important. We may overlook those who are doing the hard part. Worst of all, we 
may forget that these are real flesh and blood children who remain in peril.  

Stay focused.  This is just the tip of the iceberg, as they say. So much is moving 
under the surface, you will be astonished, horrified.  No premature back patting 
will serve any of us at this time, nor then.  

There is so much more to be done. I thank you all for making this “your Baby”.  

You know where to find me. 

~Cat 

 


